Search Based Software Engineering (SBSE) has proved to be a very effective way of optimising software engineering problems. Nevertheless, its full potential as a means of dynamic adaptivity remains under explored. This paper sets out the agenda for Dynamic Adaptive SBSE, in which the optimisation is embedded into deployed software to create selfoptimising adaptive systems. Dynamic Adaptive SBSE will move the research agenda forward to encompass both software development processes and the software products they produce, addressing the long-standing, and as yet largely unsolved, grand challenge of self-adaptive systems.
INTRODUCTION
Current software development practices achieve adaptivity at only a glacial pace, largely through enormous human engineering skill and effort. We force highly experienced engineers to waste their time and expertise adapting many tedious implementation details. Often, the resulting software is equally inflexible: users often find themselves relying on their innate human adaptivity to compensate with 'workarounds'. This has to change.
To address the twin goals of adaptivity and automation, we advocate a development of the Search Based Software Engineering (SBSE) agenda that we call 'Dynamic Adaptive Search Based Software Engineering'. We seek greater software engineering automation through the development of hyper heuristics for SBSE. At the same time we seek greater adaptivity through the use of dynamic optimisation; optimisation embedded into the deployed software to re-tune its performance parameters and even to replace large portions of code with automatically re-evolved code.
SBSE
Search Based Software Engineering (SBSE) is the name given to a field of research and practice in which computational search (as well as optimisation techniques more usually associated with Operations Research) are used to address problems in Software Engineering [39] . The SBSE approach seeks to optimise software engineering processes and products using generic, robust, flexible, scalable and insightrich computational search. SBSE provides a mechanism for managed automation of software engineering activities.
SBSE has proved to be a widely applicable and successful approach, with many applications right across the full spectrum of activities in software engineering, from initial requirements, project planning, and cost estimation to regression testing and onward evolution. Few aspects of development and deployment of software systems have remained untouched by the SBSE research agenda.
There is also an increasing interest in search based optimization from the industrial sector, as illustrated by work on testing involving Berner and Mattner and Daimler [49, 64] , Ericsson [3] , Google [69] and Microsoft [14, 50] , and work on requirements analysis and optimisation involving Ericsson [70] , Motorola [9] and NASA [20] .
The increasing maturity of the field has led to a number of tools for SBSE applications, including AUSTIN (for C language test data generation, [49] ), Bunch (for modularisation, [55] ), Code-Imp (for automated refactoring, [56] ), eTOC (for Java class testing, [63] ), EvoSUITE (for Java test data generation, [26] ), GenProg (for automated bug patching, [52] ), MiLu (for higher order mutation testing, [46] ), ReleasePlanner (for Requirements Optimisation, [58] ), and SWAT (for PHP server-side test data generation [5] ). Interest and research activity concerning SBSE has grown rapidly in the past ten years (see Figure 1 ) and there are now many excellent surveys and reviews on SBSE from which more information can be obtained. Rather than repeating this information, here are some pointers to specific SBSE surveys and reviews on:
• Requirements [71] ;
• Predictive Modelling [1, 34] ;
• Non-Functional Properties [2] ;
• Design [61] and
• Testing [2, 4, 33, 54] .
In addition to this topic-specific SBSE literature, there are several more general SBSE surveys [18, 27, 31, 37, 40] and a review covering the relationship between other Artificial Intelligence techniques and SBSE [38] . There is also an SBSE tutorial aimed at those with no prior knowledge of SBSE who seek to adopt and apply search based optimization to software engineering problems of their own [42] .
HYPER HEURISTIC SBSE
Current work on SBSE has produced significant advances in automated software engineering, particularly in the realms of testing, bug fixing and decision support. SBSE also shows great promise as a technique for handling non-functional properties and noisy, incomplete, and conflicting information concerning fitness.
Current SBSE automates specific problems in isolation, rather than the entire software engineering process. A dramatic increase in the breadth of automation lies within the grasp of the SBSE research and practitioner community. Such a 'holistic' optimisation-centric approach would ensure that SBSE achieves its full potential as a means to embed automated processes throughout the full range of software development and deployment activities.
To illustrate this vision for a more holistic SBSE, suppose we automate large parts of the development process using computational search: requirements engineering, project planning and testing could then become unified into a single automated activity.
To achieve a generic and holistic optimisation that connects diverse engineering activities, we turn to hyper-heuristic search [13] as a methodology for selecting or generating heuristics. That is, while most heuristic methods in the literature operate on a search space of potential solutions to a particular problem, a hyper-heuristic operates on a search space of heuristics. A Hyper Heuristic Search Based Software Engineering would address two important open questions in SBSE:
1. To reach deeper, we need a holistic SBSE: Why do we currently need to design special search based algorithms for each problem instance? This is unrealistic: every software engineer cannot be expected to be a computation search algorithm designer too.
2.
To reach wider, we need a generic SBSE: Why do we currently optimise silos of software engineering activity? This is unrealistic: engineering decision making needs to take account of requirements, designs, test cases and implementation details simultaneously.
The Hyper Heuristic SBSE research agenda will raise fundamental questions. For example: how best do we draw the dividing line between adaptive automation for small changes and human intervention to invoke more fundamental adaption and to provide oversight and decision making? While automation is important, it is essential to understand the points at which human oversight, intervention, resumptionof-control and decision making should impinge on automation [35] .
In the context of SBSE, this dividing line is the fine line between automated decision taking and automated decision support. Previous work on SBSE has tended to focus on automated decision making for those aspects of the development thought to occur later in the cycle, such as testing. The community has tended to reserve decision support for the early development cycle activities such as requirements analysis, and estimation. However, in a more holistic SBSE, there will be a far more intimate relationship between decision making and decision support, posing new methodological, engineering and pragmatic constraints and concerns.
Our vision of this new Hyper Heuristic Search Based Software Engineering is that it will provide the intellectual and technical tools to address the challenge of deeper, more holistic SBSE that cuts across the traditional software engineering boundaries such as requirements, design, modelling and testing. This vision is unashamedly experimental [67] and empirical [12] . It also aligns well with more agile and adaptive development practices, in which different software engineering activities such as design, re-factoring, testing and requirement elicitation are seen as iterative, integrated and inter-related activities, rather than as separate phases of development.
We also believe that the same Hyper Heuristic Search Based Software Engineering agenda will allow SBSE to reach a wider practitioner audience, by moving us from the bespoke to the generic. Instead of designing bespoke optimisation algorithms for specific instances, we advocate the design of 'reasonably good' hyper heuristic optimisers that have the generality to be applied more readily 'out of the box'. The results obtainable from a carefully crafted, specific, bespoke algorithm will surely out-perform those of a generic hyper heuristic SBSE algorithm.
We do not dispute this. Rather, we seek to surrender a little result quality for a lot of generality, believing that this balance of the meta objectives of quality and applicability will better address the factors that will influence uptake of SBSE. Our motivation is that ease of applicability will often trump quality of results, at least for the initial adopters, without whom there will be no take up. Has it not ever been thus in all technological development?
The hyper heuristic approach will require little tuning and will reduce the need for specific details, thereby significantly reducing the time to deployment and use. The key question will be whether sufficient optimisation power can be maintained so that the increased usability of the approach outweighs the reduction in result quality. This, in itself, is of course a twin-objective, cost-benefit optimisation trade off.
DYNAMIC ADAPTIVE SBSE
Self-adaptivity has been a goal of software and systems engineering research for some time, with work on architectures to support adaptive middleware [11, 59] , Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) [45] for intrusion detection [47] and fault tolerance [68] and the vision of autonomic systems [29] .
This research agenda is far from fully achieved; many authors still seek to address the outstanding grand challenge of self-adaptive systems, with large integrated projects such as the Self Managing Situated Computing project [25] and conferences and workshops, such as the Dagstuhl Seminar on Software Engineering for Self-Adaptive Systems [16] .
SBSE has a potential to make a significant contribution to the realisation of this grand challenge. Unlike all other engineering optimization problems it is for software that optimisation has the most potential, because of the virtual nature of this extraordinary engineering material [36] . While computational search has been successfully applied to the design of engineering artefacts in civil, mechanical and electronic engineering, the search process cannot directly optimise these materials; the search ranges over a design space, guided by a simulation of a model of reality.
The search space and guidance are very different when we apply computation search to software. We find a new and potent possibility for search based optimisation: we can directly optimise the engineering material: the programs themselves. This opens up the possibility for in-situ, on the fly, optimisation to re-balance, re-configure, and even to redevelop the deployed software as it operates. This is the goal of Dynamic Adaptive Search Based Software Engineering.
The SBSE community has already developed techniques for tuning the performance of systems by identifying performance affecting parameters and treating them as configuration search spaces [19, 48] . There have also been exciting recent breakthroughs in the use of genetic programming to re-design aspects of systems to fix bugs [8, 65] , to migrate to new platforms and languages [51] and to optimise nonfunctional properties [66] .
These results can be thought of as early indications of the potential for Dynamic Adaptive SBSE. The work on parameter tuning shows that we can identify and tune performance parameters. If we can do this off-line, why not perform the tuning on-line. That is, compile into the deployed software an optimization algorithm that can identify and tune parameters that affect non-functional requirements. In this way, we would have self-monitoring, self-optimising systems.
By focusing on non-functional requirements we may partly escape the intricacies of requirements capture, with their inherent uncertainties. Functional requirements analysis is known to be plagued by difficulties of knowing exactly what the customer wants [15] , something the customer may not even know themselves. Fortunately, the fitness function is often clear and unequivocal when it comes to non-functional requirements. The customer merely needs to state the nonfunctional requirements that matter (perhaps with acceptable tolerances, thresholds or ranges) and we can seek to optimise for these requirements.
By focusing on non-functional properties, we shall not be in a niche ghetto of 'optimisable software space'. The technological and business winds of change are clearly prevailing in a very non-functional direction. The advent of smart devices as an important computational platform, raises issues of power consumption, memory use and code size. The use of internet-enabled computing, in context aware mobile systems demands attention to bandwidth and response time. Cloud migration brings with it demands on throughput, heat dissipation and other service level properties.
Notice how this migration, from what might be termed the 'discrete' world of functional properties to the more 'continuous' world of non-functional properties, clearly illuminates the age-old debate about the difference between those two recalcitrant siamese twins: computer science and software engineering.
A focus on non-functional requirements such as power consumption, heat dissipation, throughput, response time, memory profile, bandwidth and information leakage will render a kind of Software Engineering more akin to traditional engineering disciplines. The inherent engineering character of software development and deployment will become more compelling than would have ever been thought by those who even ventured to doubt that there was such a thing as software engineering or that it could ever share the qualities of traditional engineering disciplines [22, 44, 43] . The rising importance of non-functional properties will also mean that software engineering will become ever more amenable to SBSE-style approaches.
Identification and optimisation of performance sensitive parameters will be one way to achieve Dynamic Adaptive SBSE. However, this will still leave the code largely unchanged. We will be extracting parameters, exposing them at the 'top level' and then searching for sensible settings, as the software executes. While this is likely to have many practical benefits, it merely scratches at the surface of the software.
Perhaps an even more exciting (yet demanding) challenge would be to seek a re-development of part of the software as deployed, while it executes, in situ, to replace the code with a better alternative. This dynamic adaptive SBSE would allow software to be more fundamentally adaptive. With this form of search-based adaptivity, we could hope that software systems would re-develop themselves, over time, to handle changing environments, platforms and contexts, while still seeking to meet the same overall functionality.
To some, such a vision of truly self-modifying code, might seem more of a nightmare than a dream: surely such code would be impossible to understand and to control? How would we ever apply source code analysis to such dynamically adapting code? Would the code not become unreadable?
However, with hindsight it may seem like merely another step on the pathway from assembler code to higher levels of abstraction. We already cede to the compiler a great deal of sovereignty over the code that it produces, seldom interfering with (or even enquiring about) the optimisation choices the compiler makes in producing object code.
With the advent of Dynamic Adaptive SBSE, we will make a further step towards the goal of greater abstraction. What we think of as source code today, may become the object code of tomorrow. In a world where non-functional, performance related requirements are 'optimised in' as the code executes, the programmer can move to a higher plain of abstraction. She will surely want to focus purely on the functional requirements of the system and will be happy to leave the optimisation of non-functional aspects to the SBSE compiler (and the 'on board re-evolver').
We hope to reach the point at which we are able to use Dynamic Adaptive SBSE to simultaneously meet the goals cherished by early pioneers of declarative languages [21] as well as the initial advocates of self-adaptive and autonomic computing [29, 59] : The program would be written in a purely declarative style. Why would anyone wish to code for performance-related details when these can be 'optimised in' ? Initial results from new forms of SBSE-inspired genetic programming have indicated that this goal may be within our reach: Bug fixing: With automated bug fixing, it is already possible to find and fix non trivial bugs [30] . The changes made by an automated patching system, are relatively small changes compared to the overall size of the program. One might think that they would simply be just that: a patch, deployed as a temporary measure to buy time for the more trusted code changers (the humans) to take over. However, there is recent evidence that there may be a longer-term future for such machine-generated patches [28] . Migration: Recent work on code migration using evolutionary improvement [51] showed that it was possible to automatically port the core computation of the unix utility gzip from a desk top platform supporting C code to a GPGPU platform supporting CUDA code. The automated re-evolution of the core computation of this utility demonstrates that it is not just patches that can be evolved, but larger pieces of code. It also indicates that it is possible to evolve new code for completely different architectures and languages than those for which the original code was designed. A key insight in this work is that the original program can act as an oracle for the functional requirements of the system to be re-evolved in this way [7] . Trading Functional and non-functional requirements: Previous work on searching for alternative balances between functional and non-functional requirements has also been promising. White et al. [66] showed how different versions of a pseudo random number generator could be evolved with a range of power-consumption characteristics. Crucially, in this work, functionality was sacrificed for non-functional properties. This may seem a curious approach to adopt after several decades of emphasis on correctness of functional requirements. However, for battery-powered platforms, power consumption is king:
correctness + flat battery = useless A user might sacrifice the 'sacred cow' of complete functional correctness (did we ever attain that anyway?) should it come into stark conflict with longer battery life.
Indeed, do we not already do so when we switch off features of our smart phones to enable longer lifetime to the next re-charge?
The road to achieve our vision is not without challenges. There are fundamental obstacles to be overcome in computational search itself. It is still unclear whether it is even theoretically possible to evolve and adapt software from just a declarative description of functional requirements. There is a need to understand what is and is not possible using the SBSE approach and how efficient and effective such an approach is in evolving software dynamically.
EXPERIMENTAL VS. EMPIRICAL
The essence of science and engineering and their considerable achievements rest upon the careful construction of experiments, from which (often painstaking) observations are made. Experimentation is the foundation stone on which rests much of science, widely believed to be the principle driver behind the growth of scientific knowledge. Experimentation is the scientific credo enshrined in the Popperian view of science [60] .
There has been much debate about the role of experimentation in computer science and software engineering too, with many arguing the case for experimental approaches [10, 57, 62] . However, there is a subtle distinction between purely experimental and empirical research in software engineering. This distiction is less important (and thus under-emphasied) in other science and engineering disciplines.
A scientific experiment is normally taken to mean the careful observation of one or more dependent attributes, under carefully controlled circumstances. The control of circumstances is crucial; one often uses the phrase 'under laboratory conditions' for such experiments.
By contrast, the term 'empirical' is typically used to define any statement about the world that is related to observation or experience. It is helpful to distinguish pure experimentation from the more general class of empirical investigation. Of course, a scientific experiment is an act of observation and experience; the experience of the scientist making those 'careful observations'. Therefore, any experimental approach is inherently empirical. Nevertheless, the controlled scientific experiment enjoys a special place in the scientific discovery process, because it is a way to determine and measure the effect of one quantity on another.
There is a long history of empirical observation dating back to the Babylonian astronomers, who provided data charting the movements of the heavenly bodies, from which present day astronomy continues to profit. As such, the concept of empirical observation considerably predates the scientific method of experimentation. Indeed, these ancient empirical stargazers were not only forerunners of present day astronomy, they were also astrologers, concerned as much with magic and mysticism as there were with reason and scientific experimentation [24] .
Arbitrary empirical observations on their own, can provide no more than case studies in the observation of real world phenomena. While real world empirical observations have an important place in the testing of engineering artefacts in situ and in their final operation context, the first duty of scientist and engineer lies within the realm of pure experimentation, under laboratory conditions, where laboratory control serves as a mechanism for removing selection bias, confounding effect and miss observation.
SYNTHETIC DATA IN SOFTWARE EN-GINEERING
In software engineering, pure experimentation often makes use of synthetically generated problem instances. For example, to understand the effect of a requirements analysis problem by generating instances of hypothetical requirements or the effects of a data mining approach by construction of a large number of different kinds of data set.
Curiously, in stark contrast to similar experimental work in longer-established scientific and engineering disciplines, pure experimentation is often frowned upon by computer scientists and software engineers. However, under properly controlled laboratory conditions it remains the primary way in which scientists can investigate the effects of the independent variables on the dependent variables -a principle widely accepted in all fields of science and engineering.
Therefore, it is important not to overlook the value of purely experimental studies. While laboratory conditions are not the same as real world conditions, they can be controlled. In empirical software engineering we need both laboratory controlled data and data based on real world empirical experimentation, not one or the other.
However, caution is needed. The empirical software engineering researcher might fall into the trap of using synthetic data as a surrogate for real data rather than as an augmentation; seeking to answer research questions that really should be answered using real data. When using purely experimental research for appropriate questions the experiment must be carefully designed.
Nevertheless, this does not mean that synthetic data has no role to play in empirical software engineering. For example, a data mining researcher might use synthetic data to investigate whether their algorithm could reveal interesting surprises about system behaviour. This is a question clearly best answered by real data: a 'surprise' found in synthetic data cannot really be a genuine surprise (by definition). However, synthetic data could be used to tests the scalability of the data mining algorithm.
Naturally, similar issues arise as with pure experimentation in other sciences and engineering; field trials are always required to augment laboratory testing. Fortunately, a 'best of both worlds' is also sometimes possible. Repositories may be large enough that one can find sufficiently many examples to cover a wide range of possibilities in the fine granularity required for experimental research questions. However, there are questions that can only be answered with experiments on synthetic data. For example, when exploring behaviour with corrupted, noisy and atypical cases, it may be not only necessary, but desirable to use synthetic examples.
The Role of Synthetic data in SBSE
Synthetic data can be useful as a means of experimenting with algorithms based on computational search. Such experiments cannot fully answer whether some SBSE approach will be useful in practice; evidence for this must ultimately accrue from empirical investigations using real world systems. The generation of synthetic data sets also requires care. For instance, the data must be reasonable and represent characteristics that may be found in the real world data sets that the techniques may encounter. Nevertheless, there are a number of experimental SBSE research questions that can be addressed using purely experimental analysis on synthetically generated data sets: Scalability: How well does the algorithm scale with characteristics of the data? Scalability concerns resource consumption (typically space and time) of the search based algorithm as the characteristics of the input data vary. Scalability is a paramount concern in almost all software engineering applications. The input data variation is not necessarily merely a matter of the sheer size of the data set (though this is often important). The performance of some optimisation algorithms may also depend on other characteristics, such as density of dependence relations, correlations between elements and other non-size-based data characteristics. A purely experimental approach allows precise, fine-grained variation of data characteristics to explore the relationship between empirical algorithmic scalability and theoretical complexity bounds.
While general empirical and theoretical algorithm performance may be known for arbitrary problems, the specific software engineering problem in hand may exhibit peculiar scalability trends. Scalability is influenced by choices of representation and fitness function as well as the choice of search algorithm. An empirical scalability study can also determine the size and data characteristics at which an 'intelligent' search outperforms a purely random search, as has been done for requirements engineering problems [73] . Robustness: How resilient are the results on the presence of bias, noise, incompleteness and incorrectness in the inputs? Software engineering problems are often characterised by noisy, incomplete and even inconsistent data. SBSE has been argued to be well-suited to this paradigm [31] ; search algorithms are naturally robust in the presence of incomplete and noisy data, and cope well with competing and conflicting objectives. However, the degree to which the choice of algorithms, fitness and representation cope with forms of bias, noise and incompleteness is often best assessed in laboratory conditions, where precise control can be exerted over the degree of challenge with which the algorithm is presented. Algorithmic Performance Comparison: How do a set of search based algorithms compare for a problem over a wide range of data sets. There has been much recent progress in theoretical analysis of SBSE problems [6, 17, 41, 53] . Nevertheless, there remain many SBSE problems for which the only way to determine the best choice of search algorithm remains entirely empirical. In these situations one would certainly like to know how each algorithm performs on real world problems. These real world results can often be complemented by a more thorough purely experimental study, in which the factors that affect the choice can be explored in more detail. A study that exploits the full control afford by an experimental design unfettered by the availability of suitable real world data sets. Such a purely experimental approach necessitates the separate research problem of instance generation, a problem that has been considered in comparative studies of SBSE algorithms for requirements engineering [23] . Non-Functional Properties: How does the approach behave with respect to non-functional properties? Such properties of the search algorithm, such as its power consumption, response to change and communication bandwidth have not traditionally been the subject of intense investigation. However, in order to realise the Dynamic Adaptive SBSE agenda outlined in this paper, it will be necessary to compile (or otherwise embed) the search based computation into the deployed software to achieve search based adaptivity.
In this new paradigm of Dynamic Adaptive SBSE, nonfunctional characteristics of the search algorithms will be inherited by the software it is used to create. The complex interplay between several non-functional properties and the many problem characteristics that potentially influence them will mean that a full and thorough empirical evaluation will require a large and diverse body of data sets. Once again, the best way to ensure controllability of experimental method may be to create synthetic problem instances. Adaptability: How well does a proposed SBSE approach cope with changes in the context or environment? The Dynamic Adaptive SBSE agenda will require algorithms and approaches that retain strong performance and result quality in the presence of changes in context and operating environment. Controlling for the operating environment of an approach is something that, almost inherently, calls for some form of laboratory experimentation, rather than a 'real world' evaluation; achieving laboratory control of experimental variables in a production deployed environment is unlikely to be realistic. Of course, results from such laboratory experiments should be augmented with field trials, but a field trial may not enable the researcher to report results for a wide variety of challenging contexts, which a purely experimental study can.
In many of the situations above, a purely experimental study alone will be insufficient and should be augmented with real world studies. Where real world data is abundant (for example when studying open source code as the subject of the empirical study), it may even be possible to find scale and variety in the available real world data sets sufficient to support a detailed experimental evaluation. However, in many situations, it is the very nature of the research questions asked that prohibits the use of real world data. For example, when attempting to assess scalability or robustness beyond what could reasonably be currently expected, the researcher must, to some extent, generate the experimental data set in order for it to be demanding.
THE DAASE PROJECT
The research agenda briefly outlined in this paper forms the focus of the DAASE project (DAASE: Dynamic Adaptive Automated Software Engineering).
DAASE is a major research initiative running from June 2012 to May 2018, funded by £6.8m from the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (the EPSRC). DAASE also has matching support from University College London and the Universities of Birmingham, Stirling and York, which will complement the 22 EPSRC-funded post doctoral researchers recruited to DAASE with 26 fully funded PhD studentships and 6 permanent faculty positions (assistant and associate professors).
The DAASE project is keen to collaborate with leading researchers and research groups. We are also interested in collaboration with industrial parters and other organisations interested in joining the existing DAASE industrial partners which include Berner & Mattner, British Telecom, Ericsson, GCHQ, Honda, IBM and Microsoft. We have a programme for short and longer term visiting scholars (at all levels from PhD student to full professor) and arrangements for staff exchanges and internships with other organisations.
For more information, contact Lena Hierl, the DAASE Administrative Manager (crest-admin@ucl.ac.uk) or Mark Harman, the DAASE project director.
CONCLUSION
Dynamic adaptive search based software engineering is a development of the SBSE research agenda in which we seek to embed into the deployed code the optimisation techniques developed over the past decade of SBSE research. In sodoing we seek to address the goals espoused by advocates of self-adaptive and autonomic computing, not merely to fix faults and cope with anomalies, but as a routine and natural means of on-line adaptivity to meet new challenges, environments and platforms. The approach may be particularly effective in the emerging world of more continuous non-functional properties.
We also look towards a Hyper-Heuristic future for SBSE, in which hyper heuristic search is used to improve the applicability and generality of SBSE techniques at the expense of some loss in quality of results. We argue that this may prove to be an important step in the wider practitioner uptake.
Both real world empirical studies and purely experimental studies (using laboratory-controlled synthetic examples) will be required to evaluate the practical aspects of Dynamic Adaptive SBSE. Theoretical analysis of problem characteristics, algorithm choices and solution space properties will also be needed to provide a sound scientific underpinning for this optimisation-based approach to dynamic adaptivity.
